
MATH S143 -Lecture#2



Resentationtheory setup:L is a semisimple findim. Lie algebra/A

A SL is a Cartan subalgebra, CA*
is the rootsystem,

↓ =(a,xn,...,is a chosen base, apositive rocks],
and w =(ra1ae) =(ra(e) =GL(H*)

/durvstanzatcoliceweightstate
e

Lut =H(h)r+hEH

ThA If V and W are
irreducible standard cyclic modules

-

with same highestweight
to A*then V =W

im8 If + +A*then there
exists an irreducible

standard cyclic (module V(A) of
highestweight 1.



FactIf V is any irreducible module with dimV <&

Shen V
=V() for some 1ff*.

Pf IfdimV <a then Lie's this applied to 8action onV
-

implies existence ofa maximal vector ofsome weightto

Thisvector mustgenerate V byirreducibility, so V
=VA) bythmA.

Goals for today:D explain when VCA) is finite.dim.

land nextweek): Determine weight spaces v((m=VH)

For each simple rootdie letSi =Sai=L-ar* *harLa,(t)

Then VCA) is a module for Si and a maximal vector for his also maximal for Si

ihm If
V =v () and

dime8 then 1 (hai)e<=oVxie

andif MCH*is any weightfor
then chai)eXVxie

postytch follows from slz-reph theory as V decomposes as sum of findin
irr. Si-modules.



Call +1H* dominantif (ha) >0 V2e
lequin Va-6")

-E integral ifA(ha) ex Vx- lequin.Vxed)
Then fet*isanintegral if+(ha)exsoYxe

Let1 be abelian group
ofintegral weights and 1the subsetof

dominantintegral weights. Note that1 x 8.

for an Lmodule V let TCV)? A*
be its setofweights

and defineTH) =T(VC)). IfdimV<8
then Ti(x) C1.

Next maintan Suppose to.Then VCA) has finite dimension and
-

the Wexgroup Ws SLCA*) permutes
(A) with dimv()m= dimVA

on
YoeW.

for the map +MVIA)
is abijection from 14 to isomorphism classes of

irreducible fin.dim. L-modules. PI
combine main the with fact and

them on prevslides

Calongwith thmA)



EL2icL-di

A

tech of main thi --

some identities in UIL):writing.
Xi =Xsi, Ti

=Yai,and har= (Xi,4i] farxie

(a) (X5, X,**)
=

0 When i 45, 130

(b) Shi, X,) = - (ax) drChj) x,k*(k
=0)

(c) (xi,y,**] =- (k+) x=P(k-hi) (k3)

straightforward algebra byinduction on 10.

Now we derive a series ofclaims.

-
,mit* =0 where mi =Alhi)eso,and

*eV =VE) is a
claim (1

highest weightvector.

P.otherwise can use (a)-(c)
to show thaty,****

is a second maximal vector of weightIs which is impossiblef



->sz(

Cay(2) contains a nonzero fin.dim. Si=Sai-module

PI consider subspace spannedbyvt, yiv", yirt...

This is finite.-dim byclaim (I). [

Caym) is a sum offinite-dim Si-modules

ofLetwbe the sum
ofall Si-submodules of finite.Him inW

Then v Fo by claim (2). Check that
is an L-module, hence v =V

↳> use(a)(b)(c) since v irreducible.

Claim (U) If 4:L- ge(V) is repu corresp. to L-module structure anV
-

then d(xi) and 4(yi) are
both anilpotent (meaning silpotent

when restricted to as finitedim subspace)

Pf Each veV is
in a finite sumofsin. Si-modules, onwhich of(xi),

dvil actas

-

milpotent operations, bysen-repn theory. 8



Clig(s) Define 8exp(xi) exp(-x.)exp(Xi).
This is an automorphism of V (as a vector space)

* Justneed to check that 0;is well-defined, butthis follows

from prev claim. I

Claim (s) IfI
is a weight ofV then 0, (VM) = Vr

For* vai (M) with rast the usual reflection. standard cyclic modules
bystructure thin

for

e

Ifollows from sez-repntheory since VI
is fin-dim Si-submod,

see 57.2 in textbook
for explicitargument. I

Cim() If+TIV)
=TG) and wew then w(uLeT()

and dim Vw(p)=dimUM

Immediate from claim (6) as W =[raildief? 8



Caity18) FCA)
is finite

PI TH) is a subset
ofthe set ofN-conjugates of all

dominantintegral meH* with met by claim (2) and

structure this ofstandard cyclic modules. Results in chapter 13

of textbook imple this setis finite. 8

(19) dimv>
N since H(V)= TCA) is finite and

each MeTA) has dimVn <8 8

W



Implicityformula Fix AC1*. Then VA) is fin.dim. irreducible.

Far #*letmy(M)* dimV(A)me Tso
This is zero if 4TC). Call mx/M) themlicityof MinVA).

If Me A* and 41 then TCA) so my (M) =0.

ing (freudenthal's formula)
If Me and 8 =spthen

((x+8,x +6) - (nx8,m+6))m,(M) =2 5 mx(l+ix) (m+ix,)
a=6

+i=1

and this formula provides an
effective algorithm to compute my(M).

kex point(nontrivial,
see 822 of textbook):if +ki then 11++811" F11 +6l

-

mingrpoint strivial):-1
so can divide

both sides by this number



walcharacters wantto assign to each fin. dim. Lmodule

a vector (similar to character
ofa group repl) thatidentifies

its isomorphism class,

Nation let TS1)
be the free-module with basis

given bysymbols Set (+ (1] and make
this additive group

into a ring by settingeter= ett. Here A CA* is the

infinite setofintegral weights, includingof1.

r If +e14 then the famaracter ofV
=V(A)

is chr=chy[ mxhere(1).
1-Tf(t)

Isarbshitedim"modulethehasuniquedecomptohns.ee



exyfl
=st(A) then chy= ettet,ett.. et-ma

where m =<1,4) (Here x =(-1), +=(i), m =x,xw)

Wexgra W acts on XII) by

~.(e) =Gnew(M) where que

a chy is fixed by every wew. I my (M) =mx(w(n)) Wwew.

Prop Iff - (1) is fixed
by all new then I has

unique expansionas
a finite linear combination offormal

characters chy far t-> 1*.



Pfidea:write f =e*with at

all butfinitely manycy's mustbe zero. Find a maximal

1 -14with cyto, farm g =f-cchy, and

argue thatyou
mayconclude by induction thati has

desired expansion.I

Ineedmore to deduce uniqueness (exercise)

Drop suppose V and W areboth finite.dim. L-modules

Then Chrew=chuchw. (Recall how
vew is an L-module:

X. (vew)=Wew +rexw farmw
4straightforward exercise. 8 xELI


